Teaching about the Holocaust: 
Pedagogical Challenges and Educational Opportunities

Regional Graduate Seminar in Skopje 
August 2014

This regional seminar is for Yad Vashem seminar graduates from Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia. The two-day seminar will be conducted in English and will take place at the Holocaust Memorial Center for the Jews of Macedonia in Skopje.

Saturday, August 30, 2014

10:00 Pick from hotel to the Museum
10:30-11:00 Arrival at the Holocaust Center in Skopje
11:00-12:00 Welcome and opening remarks by organizers and partners: Introduction to the program and coordinating expectations
12:00-12:15 Coffee break
12:15-13:15 The History of the Holocaust in Macedonia
   Mr. Goran Sadikarijo, CEO
   Holocaust Fund of the Jews from Macedonia
13:15-14:15 Guided Tour of Holocaust Museum in Skopje
14:15-15:00 Lunch break
15:00-16:30 Guided Tour of Holocaust-Related Authentic Site
16:30-18:00 Digital storytelling and Balkan Jewish History
   Mr. Edward Serotta, Centropa
18:00-18:15 Coffee break
18:15-19:15  Meeting with Local Artists/Art Teachers and Tour of Exhibition on Their Holocaust-related Works
19:15-19:45  Walk to the Jewish community center
19:45-20:45  Optional Activity with the Local Jewish Community (*TBD*)
20:45-21:45  Dinner
21:45  Bus to hotel

**Sunday, August 31, 2014**

07:30  Breakfast
08:30  Pick up from hotel & Check out
09:00-10:00  Presentations of Yad Vashem seminar graduates (3-4 presentations)
10:00-10:15  Coffee break
10:15-11:30  Workshop: Using Films to Teach about the Holocaust in the Classroom
             PPT and discussion
             *Dr. Chava Baruch, Yad Vashem*
11:30-11:45  Break
11:45-13:15  "Euroclio on the road of multiperspectivity"!
             *Mr. Mire Mladenovski, Euroclio*
13:15-14:15  Lunch break
14:15-15:15  Presentations of Yad Vashem seminar graduates (3-4 presentations)
15:15-15:30  Break
15:30 -16:15  Presentation: Using Yad Vashem Educational web site in Holocaust education

Dr. Chava Baruch, Yad Vashem

16:15 -16:45  Coffee break

16:45-17:30  Concluding Discussion and Suggestions for Further Activities

Yad Vashem, Centropa, Euroclio

17:30  Bus to hotel